Name _______________________

Questions and Statements
Item 4109

Questions and Statements
A question is a sentence that asks something. A question ends with a question mark (?).
A statement is a sentence that tells something. A statement ends with a period (.)
Read each sentence below and decide if it is a question or a statement.
Fill in the blank with the correct punctuation.
1. The ocean is big _____
2. Is the sky blue _____
3. I think poetry is beautiful _____
4. Why do birds fly _____
5. Is a redwood tree tall _____
6. Spiders spin webs to trap insects _____
7. How is a glass made _____
8. Do hummingbirds hum _____
9. You see with your eyes _____
10. Do you like learning _____
Unscramble each group of words to form a question and a statement. Remember to
capitalize
the first word in a sentence. Each word is used only once.
example: a is whale big

Question - Is a whale big?

Statement - A whale is big.

1. flounder a is fish a
Question _____________________________________________
Statement ____________________________________________
2. does light fast travel
Question _____________________________________________
Statement ____________________________________________
3. cheetahs do fast run
Question _____________________________________________
Statement ____________________________________________
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Questions and Statements Answer Key
Item 4109

Questions and Statements
A question is a sentence that asks something. A question ends with a question mark (?).
A statement is a sentence that tells something. A statement ends with a period (.)
Read each sentence below and decide if it is a question or a statement.
Fill in the blank with the correct punctuation.
1. The ocean is big .
2. Is the sky blue ?
3. I think poetry is beautiful .
4. Why do birds fly ?
5. Is a redwood tree tall ?
6. Spiders spin webs to trap insects .
7. How is a glass made ?
8. Do hummingbirds hum ?
9. You see with your eyes .
10. Do you like learning about animals ?
Unscramble each group of words to form a question and a statement. Remember to
capitalize
the first word in a sentence. Each word is used only once.
example: a is whale big

Question - Is a whale big?

Statement - A whale is big.

1. flounder a is fish a
Question Is a flounder a fish?
Statement A flounder is a fish.
2. does light fast travel
Question Does light travel fast?
Statement Light does travel fast.
3. cheetahs do fast run
Question Do cheetahs run fast?
Statement Cheetahs do run fast.
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